Background: Although microscopic diagnosis has been playing the decisive role in cancer diagnostics, there have been cases in which it does not satisfy the clinical need. Differential diagnosis of malignant and benign thyroid tissues is one such case, and supplementary diagnosis such as that by gene expression profile is expected.
Background
Histopathological analysis is the traditional mainstay of cancer diagnostics, and is relied on heavily to discriminate between malignant and benign tissues. However, in spite of its long and successful history as a routine medical technique, it is plagued by a number of well-known problems. For example, histological diagnosis often depends upon judgment calls by individual pathologists, leading to variations in diagnosis [1, 2] . In addition, it may be difficult in some cases to differentiate between malignant and benign tissues. In such cases, microscopic observations have often been complemented by staining for molecular markers, such as expressed genes. This led directly to today's emerging approach, gene expression profiling, by which the expression levels of thousands of genes throughout the genome are measured by DNA microarrays or alternative techniques. Using this technique, diagnostic systems using multiple genes have been constructed [3] . Clinical status parameters such as prognosis or drug resistance are the popular targets, and the supervised learning theory is often applied.
In most examples of cancer classification, binary classifiers have been used, with multi-class predictors only rarely applied. However, because more than three tissue types are often differentiated during pathological diagnosis, a stable or optimized multi-class predictor is needed.
In this study, we developed a new multi-class predictor based on a probabilistic model. We examined various combinations of binary classifiers to perform optimized multi-class prediction, and applied our system to gene expression data from four tissue types of human thyroid origin. Thyroid cancer is a relatively common cancer, accounting for roughly 1% of total cancer incidence. There are two main types of thyroid cancer, papillary carcinoma (PC) and follicular carcinoma (FC). In addition to these malignant types, a benign tumor, follicular adenoma (FA), is also prevalent. The intriguing problem in thyroid cancer therapy is the preoperative differential diagnosis of follicular carcinoma vs. adenoma. The main diagnostic procedure is fine needle aspiration, but because the tissue structure is disrupted during the sampling process, the differential diagnosis is extremely difficult [4] . Papillary carcinoma is relatively easier to distinguish, but good molecular diagnostics would still be of potential clinical value. Thus, thyroid cancer represents a good example of a tumor type for which conventional histopathologic diagnosis faces limitations.
We performed gene expression profiling of the four thyroid tissues by adaptor-tagged competitive polymerase chain reaction (ATAC-PCR) [5, 6] , a high-throughput RT-PCR technique. We first analyzed the global differences in gene expression among the four thyroid tissues, and confirmed that the data matrix contained information for class separation. Then, we applied our new multi-class predictor for differential diagnosis of the four tissue types. The multi-class predictor outperformed previous methods used in the field.
Results

Difference in gene expression among the four thyroid tissues
We first examined whether there were significant differences in gene expression between the four thyroid tissue types by performing spectrum analysis based on correlation ratio (CR) [7] . Correlation ratio is an indicator for correlation of gene expression with two classes. High CR values indicate strong gene expression differences. Genes were first sorted by CR value order, and then the CRs of the original total data set were compared with those of permuted data. Figure 1a shows the results of comparison between FA and normal thyroid tissue (N). The CRs of the original data set are consistently higher than those of the permuted data. Because those of the original data were consistently higher throughout the full range of CRs, the correlation was not restricted to a small number of genes, but was a global character. With five other comparisons, we achieved similar results (data not shown), which suggested that there were significant differences in gene expression among the four thyroid tissues. The maximal (i.e. the most pessimistic) permutation p-values of the top 250 genes are 0.0064 for FA vs. FC, 0.0046 for FA vs. N, 0.0001 FC vs. N, and <10 -7 for the other four comparisons.
We then compared the CR spectra of all pairwise comparisons. The CR of each pair was calculated; genes were sorted by CR value order, and plotted ( Figure 1b) . Figure  1b shows the CR values of the top 250 genes: this figure represents the degree of gene expression difference of pairwise comparison, not indicating significance of gene expression difference (see below). Throughout this region, FA vs. N and FA vs. FC exhibited the smallest and the second smallest CR values. This result may reflect the difficulty in diagnosis: FA and N maintain microscopic follicular structures; FA and FC are the most difficult tissues to be differentially diagnosed. The other four comparisons, i.e., FC vs. N, FC vs. PC, FA vs. PC, N vs. PC, exhibited no substantial difference in CR in the high CR region (top 50 genes). In the middle CR region (the top 50-250 genes), the CRs of N vs. PC are close to those of FA vs. FC.
The CR spectra directly represent global differences in gene expression. We also evaluated these results by conventional measures, using p-values and q-values [8] 
Differential diagnosis by binary classifier
Before performing multi-class prediction, we examined the performance of binary classifiers in the differential diagnosis of each pair of the four thyroid tissues. We constructed each diagnostic system based on the weightedvoting algorithm [3] , which has excellent predictive ability for gene expression data. As shown in Figure 2 , classifiers for PC and one of the other tissues are stable, and exhibited good classification. In contrast, those for FA vs. FC and FA vs. N were not optimal, exhibiting unstable accuracy curves. Thus, the results using binary classifiers paralleled those of statistical analyses of individual genes by CR and false discovery ratio (FDR).
Strategy for construction of a multi-class predictor
In this study, we constructed a multi-class prediction system based on a combination of binary classifiers. Each unit binary classifier was constructed by the weighted-voting algorithm, where the diagnostic genes were selected by the criterion p ≤ 0.0001. In this criterion, all of the corresponding q-values were less than 0.05, maintaining the least inclusion of false positive genes. It should be noted that application of the following strategy is not limited to weighted-voting. We examined the following four types of construction methods using different numbers of binary classifiers.
1R: constructed using classifiers discriminating between one class and all of the other classes. 1R is conventionally referred to as "one-to-the-rest" [9, 10] .
11: constructed using classifiers discriminating a pair of classes. 11 is conventionally referred to as "one-to-one" [11] [12] [13] .
1A: constructed using classifiers discriminating between one class and any subset of other classes.
AA: constructed using classifiers discriminating between any pair of disjoint subsets of classes.
For this study of the four thyroid tissues, the numbers of classifiers were four (1R), six (11), twenty-two (1A), and Correlation of global gene expression profiles with differences in thyroid tissue type twenty-five (AA). 1A includes all of the binary classifiers of 1R and 11, and AA includes all of the binary classifiers of 1R, 11 and 1A. The combinations in this study are shown in Figure 3 . 1R and 11 have been used in previous studies [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , but 1A and AA are novel.
The conventional construction rule for multi-class prediction from outputs of each binary classifier was designed for 11 and 1R. Binary output functions are usually used (see the materials and methods section), and prediction is performed by simple summation of the outputs. It should be noted that outputs are null when a group of classes, i.e., ''rest'' of ''one-to-the-rest'', wins. This rule, however, is not applicable to AA, because AA includes classification between groups of classes.
To incorporate general binary classifiers, we invented a method to integrate probabilistic outputs from the classifiers ( Figure 4a ). First, for each pair of class subsets, l or m (for example l = {c 1 } and m = {c 2 ,c 3 }), the corresponding binary classifier was assumed to produce the probabilistic outputs q [l|m] and 1 -q [l|m] . When weighted voting is used as a classifier, the probabilistic output is calculated by one-dimensional logistic regression from the prediction strength of weighted voting. Thus, the probabilistic output (termed "class probability") of each of the multiple classes was calculated by integrating the set of probabilistic outputs calculated above. Finally, we obtained a single discrete class prediction as the class, which takes the maximum class probability. Using a simple integration method called simple summation (SIS), we calculated the sum of the probabilistic output q [l|m] to obtain the probability of each class, when the selected class subset l included the class. SIS is a probabilistic version of conventional voting [13, 14] . In addition, we propose a method called shared summation (SHS), by which the probabilistic output of a multi-class group is shared equally by each class (Figure 4b ). This method is based on a probabilistic Accuracy curves of binary classifiers differentiating two of the four thyroid tissues Figure 2 Accuracy curves of binary classifiers differentiating two of the four thyroid tissues. Vertical axis, accuracy; horizontal axis, selection criteria of diagnostic genes as p-value (t-statistics). From four patterns of classifier combination (1R, 11, 1A, AA) and two output summation methods (SIS and SHS), we generated seven types of multi-class predictors (AA with SIS is not applicable).
Classification of thyroid tissues
Using 119 samples from the learning set, we evaluated the seven multi-class predictors described above by leave-oneout cross-validation (LOO). For 119 iterations, one sample was left out, unit binary classifiers of an appropriate combination were constructed using data from the remaining 118 samples, each binary classifier was run, and the binary outputs were summated and classified. As shown in Table 1 , prediction accuracies of 1A and AA were higher than those of conventional methods, i.e., 11 and 1R. The prediction accuracy was greatest (79.8%) for 1A-SIS and 1A-SHS, and the next for AA-SHS (79.0%).
The details of the predictor 1A-SHS were analyzed by confusion matrix ( Figure 5a ). There were some misclassifications with FC as FA and FA as N. In contrast, there was very little misclassification of PC.
Our multi-class predictor was validated with an independent test set consisting of 49 samples. A multi-class predictor based on 1A-SIS, 1A-SHS, and AA-SHS was constructed using gene expression data from the learning set (119 samples), and was applied to the independent test set. The overall prediction accuracy was 85.7% with all of the three predictors. The confusion matrix of 1A-SHS is shown in Figure 5b .
Combinations of unit binary classifiers used for construction of a multi-class predictor in this study Figure 3 Combinations of unit binary classifiers used for construction of a multi-class predictor in this study.
[l|m] represents a unit binary classifier separating class(es) l and class(es) m.
[ 
Comparison with other methods
We compared our method with other multi-class predictors popular in the field of cancer classification using the same learning data set (119 samples) as well as the other three data sets. The additional data sets are as follows. All data sets and algorithms were evaluated by LOO. With any algorithms, limited numbers of trials in classifier conditions (e.g., number of selected genes) were performed to avoid excessive overlearning.
a) The probabilistic decision process of the multi-class predictor, for an example classification problem of four classes: 1, 2, 3 and 4 Figure 4 a) The probabilistic decision process of the multi-class predictor, for an example classification problem of four classes: 1, 2, 3 and 4. Firstly, one of the binary classifiers in a set B is selected with uniform probability 1#B, where #B is the number of binary targets in B. Secondly, class subset 1 or 2,3 is selected with probability q [1|23] (x) or 1 -q [1|23] (x), respectively. Thirdly, class 2 or 3 is selected with a probability of 1/2. Accordingly, one of the classes is selected with a certain probability. b) Calculation of class probability by SHS. For a binary classifier [l|m] in B and an input x which is a member of classes in l or m, we define q [l|m] (x) as an estimated probability where x is a member of class(es) in l, and the complement probability 1 -q [l|m] (x) where x is a member of class(es) in m. For example, q [1|23] (x) and 1 -q [1|23] (x) indicate the probability that x belongs to the class 1, and that x belongs to the class 2 or 3 provided that x belongs to the class 1, 2 or 3. In the SHS procedure, the probabilistic outputs by the multiple classifiers are shared and integrated by multiple classes, leading to the estimated class membership probabilities: ) ( 
The esophageal cancer data set This data set is also composed of original gene expression profiles obtained from esophageal cancer of Japanese patients by ATAC-PCR [15] . The task here is differential diagnosis of three histological types: poorly differentiated, 14; moderately differentiated, 97; well differentiated, 30.
The GCM data set
The original global cancer map data set consists of 14 cancer types [14] . Because the number of combinations of binary classifiers increases exponentially as the number of classes increases, we selected five cancer types: breast, 11 samples; prostate, 10; leukemia, 30; renal, 11; mesothelioma, 11.
The SRBCT data set Gene expression profiles about small round blue cell tumors (SRBCTs) of childhood, which contain 83 samples and 2308 genes measured by cDNA microarrays [16] . SRBCTs, which include the Ewing family of tumors (EWS), rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS), Burkitt lymphoma (BL), and neuroblastoma (NB) [17] . The composition of the samples are 29 (EWS), 25 (RMS), 11 (BL), and 18 (NB).
Firstly, we tested our predictors based on the weightedvoting algorithm with various diagnostic gene sets. We selected diagnostic genes with seven threshold p-values, i.e., 10 -6 , 10 -5 , 10 -4 , 10 -3 , 10 -2 , 10 -1 , 1. Due to unstable results with a small number of genes, we used at least 10 a) Confusion matrix of the results of the learning set (1A-SHS, evaluated by leave-one-out cross-validation) Our predictors were compared with other multi-class prediction methods reported in the field. One is the combination of support vector machines (multi-class SVM, MC-SVM) described by Ramaswamy et al. [14] , and the other is the shrunken centroid method (SC) [18] . The first method corresponds to 1R-SIS without probabilistic outputs by our definition, and linear-kernel SVM is used as a unit binary classifier instead of a weighted-voting algorithm. To select diagnostic genes, we performed recursive feature elimination [19] : prediction accuracies were determined with various numbers of genes, i.e., all genes, 2000, 1024, 512, 256, 128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 2, 1. The greatest accuracies with respective gene number are shown in Table 2 : the accuracies were less than those obtained by our method.
The shrunken centroid is an improved method of the simple nearest prototype (centroid) classifier. We evaluated this method by LOO with various shrinkage parameters from 0 to 6 with 0.5 as an interval, i.e., a total of 13 parameters. With the all four data sets, our method yielded results superior to the shrunken centroid.
Tissue sample display by class probability
The outputs of our multi-class predictors include not only the label, but also the class probability of each class. This information can be used to differentiate samples under the same label, and further characterize differences among them. In Figure 6 , the learning set samples are displayed in the three-dimensional space constructed from the class probabilities of FA, FC, and N, and indeed all four tissue types could be resolved into separate locations. It should be noted that several samples are located apart from their respective clusters, partly due to an error in labeling in the histopathological diagnosis. Otherwise, these could represent samples with molecular features distinct from the other members of their assigned clusters.
Discussion
In spite of their integral role in cancer diagnosis, many histopathological diagnostic protocols are still dependent on judgment calls made by individual pathologists, and as a result are significantly prone to error. More objective measures are needed, such as computational interpretation of microscopic images or complementary diagnosis by gene expression. For diagnosis by gene expression profile, conventional binary classifiers are not sufficient because the number of tissue types to be differentially diagnosed is usually greater than two. In this study, we have described the differential diagnosis of four thyroid tissues by use of a novel multi-class predictor with a test prediction accuracy of as high as 79~85%. As a result, our diagnostic system represents a promising first step towards an automated pathological tool to complement current diagnostic procedures.
Our approach to multi-class prediction is a novel one characterized by increasing combination of binary classifiers and a probabilistic approach for outputs. Traditionally, "one-to-one" or "one-to-the-rest" approaches have been applied to integrate combinations of unit binary classifiers. As shown above, 1A and AA exhibited prediction accuracy better than conventional approaches. Our results suggest that conventional methods such as "oneto-one" and "one-to-the-rest" are not necessarily optimal, recommending use of more combinations of binary classifiers. The main disadvantage of AA and 1A is that the number of classifiers increases exponentially as the number of classes increases. However, this is not a significant disadvantage when the method is applied to cancer classification problems, because the number of classes for separation is nearly always less than seven.
Another characteristic of our predictor is the introduction of a probabilistic model to the outputs. Probabilistic output of the multi-class predictor, here designated as class probability, offers detailed information about each sample, which could not be obtained by binary outputs. In particular, it is useful to visualize the relationships between the classes using a two-or three-dimensional plot of class probabilities. This visualization may in fact be more effective than unsupervised approaches such as principal component analysis and multi-dimensional scaling [20] , because the class probabilities were calculated from weighted sums of selected diagnostic genes. In particular, it is useful for gaining a deeper understanding of individual samples. For example, among the FC samples, some appear rather similar to FA, and a few seem separate from all of the classes. Detailed analysis of class probability may lead to discoveries of new tumor classes. It is also possible that some of the samples may have been initially misdiagnosed by the pathologist. Reexamination of these tissue sections may lead to more accurate diagnosis.
11-SIS 11-SHS 1R-SIS 1R-SHS
Visualization of the learning samples by class probabilities One may argue that our assumption that the choice of unit binary classifier is an independent process (see Materials and Methods) is too simplified. For example, because one class appears in different classifiers in different combinations, these classifiers may not be independent. A simple solution for this problem is introduction of prior probability in the choice of unit binary classifier. For example, our predictor is only modestly effective at separating FC from FA, but this shortcoming could be improved by the introduction of appropriate prior probabilities.
Another possible critique is our equal sharing of outputs of unit binary classifiers. The optimal ratio of output sharing can be obtained by taking account of correlations between similar targets, such as [c 1 |c 2 ] and [c 1 ,c 2 |c 3 ,c 4 ]. Our preliminary results using a method similar to that previously used by Hastie et al. in the pairwise case [12] suggested that the prediction accuracy was equal to that of SHS. We suspect that SHS is a good estimate for the sharing method deduced by this more detailed model. In any case, the optimum model of outputs should not decrease accuracy as increase in number of constituent binary classifiers. However, with the thyroid data set, the accuracy of 1A was higher than that of AA, suggesting that the current probabilistic model is incomplete. Our complete version of the output model, requiring a larger computer resource, will be described elsewhere (Yukinawa et al., submitted).
Multi-class classification techniques can be roughly divided into two types. One is the decomposition of multi-class problems into binary ones. ''one-to-the-rest'' methods [9, 10] , pairwise comparisons, i.e., ''one-to-one'' methods [11] [12] [13] , error-correcting output coding [21] [22] [23] belong to this type. There have been comprehensive studies centered on SVM [24, 25] , but there have been no definitive methods in this type. Recent developments also include logitBoost [26] or genetic algorithm [27] as unit classifiers. The other type is binary classification algorithms that can be naturally extended to handle multiclass problems directly. SVM with multiclass objective functions [28, 29] , discriminant analysis [30] and regression and decision trees are of this type. Recent developments include shrunken centroid [18] , an advanced version of nearest centroid [31] , and total principal component regression [32] . Our method is an extension of one of the former type approaches. For comparison with previous methods, we chose a ''one-to-the-rest'' method using a support vector machine from the first type [14] , and the shrunken centroid method [18] from the latter type. With the four data sets, including two in the public domain, we established that our method was superior to these two methods.
Ramaswamy et al. [14] pointed out that the weighted-voting was generally not well-performed as MC-SVM. This may be because they selected genes in the order of signalto-noise ratio, and used the gene number as the threshold. In contrast, we used the p-value as the threshold: the pvalue threshold would be essential to obtain multi-class predictor with the weighed-voting algorithm, because using the number of genes instead may incorporate unnecessary genes or ignore necessary genes in some classifiers.
The shrunken centroid [18] is a simple modification of the nearest centroid method. The prediction accuracy obtained was higher than that of the combination of SVM, but still fell significantly short of our algorithm. Moreover, because the best results were obtained by comparison of different shrinkage parameters, the predictor may be overfitted. The discriminant hyperplanes resulting from the shrunken centroid were rather simple, and a more complex classification such as that for thyroid tissue may require more complicated discriminant surfaces, such those obtained by our method. One of the advantages of the shrunken centroid method is that each sample can be described by class probabilities calculated from discriminant scores. This feature is similar to our class probability, and enables visualization of samples as in our method.
The main shortcoming common to previous multi-class studies of cancer classification is the use of sample data matrices, which are easily diagnosed by conventional techniques. The solid tumors or small round blue cell tumors used have been of different tissues of origin, and could be differentiated easily by microscopic observations as well as by gene expression analysis. Because solving such problems is of little clinical value, such data matrices are not adequate for the benchmark test of predictors. Use of data matrices which model realistic problems is of pivotal importance for evaluation of techniques.
Conclusion
Among tasks in histopathology, differential diagnosis of thyroid tissues is a difficult one. We have developed a new multi-class predictor based on a probabilistic model using gene expression data. Tests on four types of thyroid tissues revealed its excellent performance in prediction. The novel approaches introduced in this study show promise as a means to differentiate between similar tumor types from the same tissue of origin. However, before we can draw a conclusion on their efficacy, a number of confirmatory experiments, including analysis of artificial data sets, are necessary. Nevertheless, we believe these algorithms will contribute to significant advances in the pathological diagnosis of cancer in the near future. 
Methods
Patients and tumor samples
ATAC-PCR assay and data processing
To select genes for ATAC-PCR, we first constructed four cDNA libraries; one from a mixture of five normal thyroid tissues, one from a mixture of five PC samples, one from a mixture of five FA samples and one from a mixture of four FC samples as described [33] . We then performed single pass sequencing of 6154 clones (1424 from follicular carcinoma, 1592 from papillary carcinoma, 1575 from follicular adenoma, and 1563 from normal thyroid). A total of 2383 genes were selected from this EST collection, prioritizing abundant genes. Then, 133 genes were added by experts in thyroid cancer, based on literature information. We designed PCR primers for ATAC-PCR reactions for these 2516 genes. The specificity of this gene selection provides an advantage over more universal gene sets, such as those selected from the UniGene database, which include genes not expressed in thyroid tissue. Total RNA was purified from thyroid tumors using Trizol reagent (GibcoBRL), and was subjected to gene-expression profiling by ATAC-PCR. The ATAC-PCR experimental procedure was performed as previously described [34] . The measurements of 2516 genes were repeated twice with ten tumor samples, and correlation coefficient of these duplicates was calculated. The correlation coefficient and corresponding p-value was 0.92 and 0.000163, showing the sufficient reproducibility of the measurement. The raw data describing gene expression levels were divided by the median of each sample. Because the median of each sample is expected to reflect the overall mRNA level, normalization by this value corrects for variation in mRNA level from sample to sample. Values less than 0.05 and more than 20 were converted to 0.05 and 20, respectively, and subsequently the entire data matrix was converted to a logarithmic scale. The detailed protocols for the ATAC-PCR experimental procedure are available on our web site [35] .
For the analysis, missing values were estimated and filled in by a method based on Bayesian inference [36] (see the additional files 1 and 2). In the ATAC-PCR reaction, the fluorescence intensity of the products is correlated with the data quality. Genes were sorted by the order of the average of the fluorescence intensity, and we selected the top 2000 genes for the following analysis.
Statistical analysis
The correlation ratio R of gene i is defined by the following equation.
where n c is the number of samples in a particular class c ∈ C; x ij is the expression level of gene i in sample j; ci is the average expression level of gene i for samples in a particular class c ∈ C; and i is the average expression level of gene i for all samples. Permutation p-value of a correlation ratio is defined by the proportion of trials where R of randomly permutated data exceeded that of original data, among 10,000 permutation trials.
p-values were calculated using t-statistics. q-values were calculated using software by Dr Storey [37] .
Unit binary classifiers
The data set used in this study is defined as X = {x (n) ,t (n) } n = 1:N ; here, x (n) ∈ ℜ D and t (n) ∈ C ≡ {c 1 ,...,c M } denote gene expression pattern and class label, respectively, of the n-th sample; D is the number of genes.
C is the set of whole classes, and 2 c is the labels' power set, as follows. We designated a pair of subsets to be classified as a "target". Consider a binary classifier trained on a binary target
[l|m] ∈ B where indices l, m ∈ 2 C -{C, φ} denote two disjoint (l ∩ m = φ) subsets of class labels and B is a certain set of targets. In this study, we used some selections of B such as B 1R , B 11 , B 1A and B AA (Figure 3) .
We employed the weighted-voting algorithm for the binary classification of each target. [l|m] . The discriminant function f [l|m] (x) ∈ ℜ was defined using selected diagnostic genes with the criterion p ≤ 0.0001 for each gene-wise t-test.
Output function of the binary classifier
When a discriminant function f [l|m] (x) is determined from a learning data set X [l|m] = {(x (n) , t (n) ) ∈ X|t (n) ∈ l ∪ m}, the binary output function of the classifier is described as follows.
In this study, we took a probabilistic approach, where q [l|m] (·) may be a real value of 0 ≤ q [l|m] (·) ≤ 1 which corresponds to a posterior probability, Pr(t ∈ l|x, t ∈ l ∪ m, X [l|m] ). The following logistic function r(x; a [l|m] , b [l|m] ) can represent a mapping from the discriminant function f [l|m] (x) to the probability. The mapping is based on onedimensional logistic regression, where a [l|m] and b [l|m] are determined by maximum-likelihood estimation so that r(x (n) ; a [l|m] , b [l|m] ) for all learning data x (n) ∈ X[ [l|m] best fits the corresponding labels t (n) . The probabilistic output for the gene expression vector of a test sample x NEW ,q [l|m] (x NEW ), is determined as follows.
q [l|m] (x NEW ) = r(x NEW ; a [l|m] , b [l|m] ).
Multi-class prediction scheme
For each expression vector x, we considered a probabilistic process of selecting a single class c ∈ C as a prediction of its label. 3. Random selection of a single class prediction c in the above selected subset l or m. According to this process, the probability of selecting a class c ∈ C, referred to as "class probability", becomes or m contains class c, and where probability scores are shared equally to member classes of the subsets. Therefore, this is called shared summation (SHS) of probabilistic output. Subsequently, we can obtain a Bayes-optimal class prediction as .
In simple summation (SIS), we determined class probability p c (x) for each class c ∈ C as a summation of q [l|m] (x) for all targets [l|m] such that l or m is {c} itself,
where Z is a normalization constant. Because of the condition l = {c} or m = {c}, classifiers whose output has more than one label were not included in the above summation. As a result, AA and 1A are equivalent in the SIS case. Although SIS is a straightforward extension of conventional voting criterion to handle probabilistic guesses, it lacks a consistent model of decision process, such as that presents in the background of SHS.
Matlab programs to perform 1A/AA-SIS/SHS using the weighted-voting algorithm is available from NY.
